Q&A

Q: How does my organization make possible the impossible during COVID-19?
A: The aim of the Herriman Fund is to create extraordinary arts experiences for Cincinnati audiences. During this time of COVID-19 restrictions on gathering and performances, organizations may seek innovative solutions to execute the arts that are based on national models or could serve as a national model. Funding cannot be used for general operating expenses to sustain organizations during COVID-19.

Q: What is meant by “new works encouraged”?
A: In light of COVID-19 restrictions, new works could include old works performed in a totally new delivery method.

Q: What type of equipment can be funded for specific performances?
A: The funds can be used for technology equipment needed to deliver performances in a new format including, but not limited to, virtual formats, that make the arts possible in the restricted COVID-19 environment.

Q: What happens if 2021-2022 performances are cancelled due to the ongoing pandemic?
A: The Advisory Committee of the Herriman Fund realizes that there is a lack of predictability in our current environment which makes it difficult to plan for future performances. We will work with organizations to make the best decisions possible as the situation evolves.